









Section Seven: Mice
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EnviroSafe Steps for Mice

Please remember that trapping nor baiting alone will solve mice problems. The three most important steps to mice management are exclusion, sanitation and food storage. It is very important that the custodial staff have the cooperation of all staff members and students to insure successful mice management.

1. The number one way to resolve a mice problem is to not let them in. Remember that a mouse only needs a quarter inch opening to gain entry. Check the doors on your buildings and make sure that they seal properly. Replace and repair weather stripping. Pay close attention to the new doors with piano hinges.  They do not seal well on the hinge side. To seal these doors we suggest you use self adhesive automobile weather stripping. Cut a small square and adhere it to the threshold in the corner by the jam. Inspect your univent screens and make sure they are in place.

	Since it is not realistic that you will be able to seal all the entrances it is very important that proper storage must be followed. Please be sure that food items are stored in sealed glass, metal or heavy plastic containers. Zip iock bags do not ciassify as proper storage. Piease remember items like colored macaroni, rice, candy, cookies, crackers, etc. are mouse food. Inspect those preschool and kindergarten rooms and talk to the teachers about sealing these items. It is important that items that could be used as nesting materials be stored like food items. Some examples of nesting material are paper products, cotton balls, packing peanuts, yarn, etc.


	The next step in combating mice is to be sure that eating areas are limited and that they are cleaned thoroughly on a daily basis. Remember if there is no food they are not going to stay long. Proper sanitation also eliminates cluttered and disorganized areas. It is very important that items that are not being used be removed from the building or discarded. Clutter promotes pest problems. This is an area that will require the assistance of the administrator and the teaching staff. Please note that in areas of mouse activity Super C Professional Cleaner is very effective at removing the stains and odors caused by mouse droppings and urine.


	Do not use snap traps in areas accessible to children. To make snap traps more effective tie a small piece of dental floss to the trigger. Smear peanut butter on the floss. You can also dip your traps in beer to make them more effective. When using snap or glue traps make sure the traps are placed near the wall and in areas that will funnel the mouse to the trap. Bait traps with peanut butter or use prebaited traps. If you need more glue boards please let us know. For serious mouse problems we have available Victor Tin Cats which are multiple catch, live traps. These traps are very effective when baited with a saltine cracker.


You can make the bucket trap that is described in your 1PM manual. One district caught 24 mice in a week using this trap.  Remember to move traps from time to time.

	Baiting is only used as a last resort. We have found with exclusion, proper food storage and persistent trapping we have not had to resort to baiting. Baiting has the potential of creating a serious problem with the odor of dead animals in the building.


If you continue to see mice or signs of mice, contact EnviroSafe, Inc.  Thank you.
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EnviroSafe Steps for Rodents

Please remember that proper sanitation, exclusion and food storage are the key elements to successfully combating any rodent problems. Trapping or baits will not eliminate the reason for the mice being  present anywhere.
	Cleaning and proper storage are crucial to rodent management. Clean with Super C Professional (7

oz. per gallon) to remove odors from urine and droppings.

	Glue traps should be checked daily, traps with mice on them should be disposed of in a dumpster and replaced. Live traps should be checked daily and mice drowned in a pail, then disposed of in a dumpster. All trash bags should be removed as soon as possible. Doubled trash bags should be used to prevent leakage. Also, it is important that both of these bags be securely tied shut to prevent leakage into the dumpster. Dumpsters should be cleaned with Super C Professional (2 oz. per gallon) twice per month in winter and weekly in summer to remove any food residue. All equipment, floors and walls also need to be routinely cleaned with Super C Professional (2 oz. per gallon) to remove food residue and mouse urine and droppings. Kitchen areas should be pressure washed annually.


	• .11 gaps around plumbing pipes and holes in wans and floois should be repaired or at least piugged with steel wool, caulk and/or aerosol foam insulation. Remove all exterior debris.


	All eating must be in assigned areas only so that custodial staff can ensure it is cleaned up. It is extremely important that all food be stored in heavy duty plastic, glass or metal containers. Items such as noodles, flour and grain products that are open must be stored in these containers to prevent contamination. Storage pallets must be 18+" away from walls so inspections can be made. Items in classrooms such as beans, crackers, and colored macaroni need to be stored in sealed containers.


	Make a better mouse trap as shown below. Beer or Pepsi that still has fizz will kill rats and other rodents.


	If you have tried a couple steps and are still seeing rodents1   contact EnviroSafe, Inc.
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A better mouse trap:
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	Cut coat hanger to give you a wire long enough to straddle the bucket opening.
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	Punch the wire through the bottom of the can -- make sure the wire comes out the top of the can just above the point where the pull-tab attaches.
	Make sure the can spins freely on the wire.
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	Set up the trap as shown in the diagram below:







	Place peanut butter on the can as shown in the diagram.
	If the trap will be used in areas where it freezes, add some environmentally-safe antifreeze to the water to prevent it from freezing.
	This trap has also been used without water for those who would prefer not to kill the mice it catches.


